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Subject: Maths – 7C (Pi Scheme) Term: 4 Topic: Year 7 Units 7-9

Unit 7 - Key skills: Key Terms – Can you add the definitions (meanings)?

Parallel:__________________________________________________

Perpendicular: _____________________________________________

Line of Symmetry:___________________________________________

Regular Polygon: ____________________________________________

Unit 7 - Test Your Understanding



Subject: Maths – 7C (Pi Scheme) Term: 4 Topic: Year 7 Units 7-9

Unit 8 - Key Skills:
Unit 9:

Websites and further reading
- Pearson Active Learn: http://pearsonactivelearn.com
- Maths Watch: http://mathswatch.co.uk/
- BBC Bitesize: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zqhs34j
- Numeracy and Foundation level practice questions and answers: https://corbettmaths.com/5-a-day/gcse1/

Unit 8 - Test Your Understanding

http://pearsonactivelearn.com/
http://mathswatch.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zqhs34j
https://corbettmaths.com/5-a-day/gcse1/


Subject: English Term: 4 Topic: Gothic Fiction 
(Creative Writing)

Revising Gothic Conventions
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english
_literature/prosegreatexpect/0prose_greatexpect_c
ontrev2.shtml

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wm23PSrJLRI

https://ed.ted.com/on/J6b6fdET

The 5 Ingredients of a Short Story Common Features of Gothic Fiction
Key Gothic 

Texts

The Woman n 
Black 

Susan Hill

Dracula
Bram Stoker

Dr Jekyll and 
Mr Hyde

Robert Louis 
Stevenson

The Raven
Edgar Allen Poe

Northanger 
Abbey

Jane Austen

Frankenstein
Mary Shelley

1) Setting: Where  is my setting going to be? What 
time of day/night is it? What are the 
surroundings? What is the atmosphere?

2) Mood/Tone: What will be the feeling of my 
description/story? How do I want the read to 
feel?

3) Character: Will I have a protagonist (hero) and 
antagonist (villain)? What is the history of my 
character? What are their relationships?

4) Narrative structure: How will I build tension 
and suspense? What will happen in your 
climax? What journey are you taking the reader 
on?

5) Literary devices: How will I use language to 
describe settings/characters and create 
worlds?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/prosegreatexpect/0prose_greatexpect_contrev2.shtml
https://ed.ted.com/on/J6b6fdET


Subject: Science Term: 4 Topic: Movement

8.1 Movement
8.1.1 Levels of organisation
8.1.2 The skeleton
8.1.3 Movement: Joints
8.1.4 Movement: Muscles
Summary and Question Session

8.1.1 Levels of organisation

An organism that is made up of many 
cells is called a multi-cellular organism. 

Cells, e.g. nerve

Tissues, e.g. muscles

Organs, e.g. heart

Organ system, e.g. 
circulatory system

Organism, 
e.g. human

8.1.2 The skeleton
A skeleton is made up of bones. 
We have a skeleton for 4 main 
reasons:
• Support the body
• Protect vital organs
• Help the body move
• Make blood cells in the soft 

centre called the bone marrow

8.1.3 Movement: Joints
A joint occurs where two or more bones join 
together and they allow you to move. There 
are 3 types of joint:
• Hinge joint – for movement backwards and 

forwards, e.g. knee
• Ball-and-socket joint – for movement in all 

directions, e.g. shoulder
• Fixed joints – do not allow any movement, 

e.g. skull  

8.1.4 Movement: Muscles
Muscles are attached to boned by tendons. 
At each joint a pair of muscles work together to cause 
movement, these are known as antagonistic muscle 
pairs. 

To bend the arm:
• The biceps muscle (on the front of the upper arm) 

contracts
• The triceps muscle (on the back of the upper arm) 

relaxes

To straighten the arm:
• The biceps muscle relaxes
• The triceps muscle contracts



Subject: Science Term: 4 Topic: Organisms and Matter

Topics Covered
Biology - Organisms
8.2.1 Observing cells
8.2.2 Plant and Animal 
Cells
8.2.3 Specialised Cells
8.2.4 Movement of 
Substances
8.2.5 Uni-Cellular 
Organisms

Organisms: 8.2.1 Observing 
Cells

For scientists to understand 
cells and how they work we 
need to be able to see them, 
for this we need a microscope
to make observations.

Organisms: 8.2.2 Plant and Animal Cells
• Cytoplasm – this is a ‘jelly-like’ substance 

where the chemical reactions in a cell take 
place

• Cell membrane – this is a barrier around the 
cell. It controls what can come in and out of 
the cell.

• Nucleus – this controls the cell and contains 
genetic material. Genetic information is 
needed to make new cells

• Mitochondria – this is where respiration
happens. Respiration is a reaction that 
transfer energy for the organisms

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
= 𝑒𝑦𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
× 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

• Cell wall – this strengthens the cell and 
provides support. It is made of a tough fibre 
called cellulose, which makes the wall rigid. 

• Vacuole – this contains a watery liquid called 
cell sap. It keeps the cell firm.

• Chloroplasts – this is where photosynthesis 
happens. Chloroplasts contain a green 
substance called chlorophyll, which traps 
energy transferred from the sun. 

Organisms: 8.2.3 Specialised Cells
Specialised cells have differences called structural adaptations, these differences allow cells to do different jobs.

Nerve cells carry electrical impulses 
around your body. They are long 
and thin and have connections at 
each end where they can join to 
other nerve cells.

Red blood cells transport oxygen around 
the body. They contain haemoglobin – a 
red pigment that joins to oxygen. They 
do not have a nuclease and are disk-
shape so they can carry more oxygen. 



Subject: Science Term: 4 Topic: Organisms and Matter

Topics Covered
Biology - Organisms
8.2.1 Observing cells
8.2.2 Plant and Animal 
Cells
8.2.3 Specialised Cells
8.2.4 Movement of 
Substances
8.2.5 Uni-Cellular 
Organisms

Organisms: 8.2.3 Specialised cells

Sperm Cells carry male genetic 
material. They are streamlined to 
allow the cell to move through 
liquid. They have lots of 
mitochondria for energy.

Leaf cells are found near the top of 
a leaf and carry out photosynthesis. 
They have lots of chloroplasts, 
which means they have a large 
surface area for absorbing energy 
transferred from the Sun. 

Root hair cells absorb water and 
nutrients from the soil. They have 
a large surface area for this. They 
have no chloroplasts as there is 
no light underground so don’t 
carry out photosynthesis. 

Organisms: 8.2.4 Movement of substances

Substances move in and out of cells by diffusion. This is where particles move from a place of high concentration to a place of low 
concentration. (This is why you can smell something like burnt toast in other rooms of the house other than the kitchen.)

Diffusion of water in plant cells is needed in the roots to provide water for 
photosynthesis. The water moves from the soil (high water concentration) 
into the root hair cell (low water concentration. 



Subject: Science Term: 4 Topic: Organisms and Matter

Topics Covered
Biology - Organisms
8.2.1 Observing cells
8.2.2 Plant and Animal Cells
8.2.3 Specialised Cells
8.2.4 Movement of 
Substances
8.2.5 Uni-Cellular Organisms

Organisms: 8.2.4 Uni-cellular organisms

A uni-cellular organism is 
made up of just one cell, 
for an example an 
amoeba. They look a little 
like a blob of jelly. They 
can be found in fresh 
water, salt water, wet soil, 
and even inside animals. 
They eat algae, bacteria 
and plant cells. They 
reproduce by splitting 
itself into two cells. 

A euglena is also a 
uni-cellular 
organism, found in 
fresh water. They 
have chloroplasts 
which make them 
look green and a 
flagellum to help is 
‘swim’ towards the 
light. They eat 
bacteria and algae 
by engulfing them. 

Topics Covered
Chemistry – Reactions, 
acids and alkalis
6.1.1 Chemical reactions
6.1.2 Acids and Alkalis
6.1.3 Indicators and pH
6.1.4 Acid strength
6.1.5 Neutralisation
6.1.6 Making salts

Reactions: 6.1.1 Chemical 
reactions
A chemical reaction is a 
change in which atoms 
are rearranged to make 
new substances. The 
atoms are joined 
together in one way 
before the reaction and 
in another after the 
reaction. This is why they 
aren’t easily reversible. 
How can you tell a 
reaction has happened? 
You would see sparks, 
smell, change in 
temperature or fizzing. 

Reactions: 6.1.2 Acids and alkalis

Acids and alkalis are opposites. 
Acids are sour and are in things like 
lemons, alkalis are  in things like 
soap and toothpaste. Both are 
normally safe but sometime are 
corrosive, they could burn your 
skin or eyes. Some are also 
irritants, they cause itching and 
swelling. 
We can describe these solution as 
concentrated or dilute. The beaker 
on the right is more concentrated 
as it has more acid particles (dark 
blue) than on the left. 

Reactions: 6.1.3 Indicators and pH

An indicator can tell us if a solution is acidic 
or alkaline.  Litmus is a paper indicator. Red 
litmus turns blue on adding an alkali, and 
blue litmus paper turns red on adding acid. 

To tell how acidic or alkaline a solution is you 
can use universal indicator. It tells us where 
on the pH scale a solution would fall.

Something red is a pH 1 and is strongly acidic.
Something purple is a pH 14 and is strongly 
alkaline. 
Something green is a pH 7 and is described as 
neutral.

Effect of universal indicator on different solutions 

Blue 
litmus 
paper 

turning 
red in acid 





Subject: Science Term: 4 Topic: Matter, Electromagnets and Ecosystems

Topics Covered
Chemistry –
Reactions, acids and 
alkalis
6.1.1 Chemical 
reactions
6.1.2 Acids and 
Alkalis
6.1.3 Indicators and 
pH
6.1.4 Acid strength
6.1.5 Neutralisation
6.1.6 Making salts

Reactions: 6.1.4 Acid Strength
A strong acid is formed 
because all the particles 
split up and move around 
by themselves when they 
are dissolved. In a weak acid 
they stay together. 

Reactions: 6.1.5 Neutralisation

Neutralisation is a chemical reaction where an acidic substance is made 
to be closer to a pH 7.
A base is used to neutralise an acid:

Reactions: 6.1.6 Making salts

A salt is a substance that forms in the chemical reaction of 
an acid with a metal, or in a reaction of an acid with a 
compound that contains a metal. 

Acids and metals
• Magnesium + hydrochloric acid Magnesium chloride + 

hydrogen
• Zinc + sulphuric acid  Zinc sulphate + hydrogen

Acids and bases
• Sodium hydroxide + hydrochloric acid  sodium chloride 

+ water
• Copper oxide + nitric acid  copper nitrate + water

So; hydrochloric acid makes chloride salts
sulphuric acid makes sulphate salts
nitric acid makes nitrate salts

Strength and 
concentration are not 
the same thing. 
• Concentration – is 

the amount of acid 
dissolved in water, 
the amount of 
particles in a given 
volume. 

• Strength – is a 
measure of the 
number of acid 
particles that are split 
up. 

Neutralisation can be used to 
make soil less acidic or alkaline so 
that crops and food could grow. 

It can also used to change the pH 
of lakes. This is so that animals 
and plants can live safely in them. 



Reactions: 6.2.1 More about 
elements
An element is one type of atom and 
all elements are listed on the periodic 
table. It shows their symbol, atomic 
weight and atomic mass. 
The periodic table has two halves 
metals and non-metals. 

Reactions: 6.2.2 Chemical reactions of metals 
and non-metals
Physical properties are things like malleable, shiny, 
brittle, dull, melting point, boiling point and electrical 
conductivity. They describe things you can observe and 
measure without changing the material. 
Chemical properties describe chemical reactions. 
If a metal or non-metal reacts with oxygen the new 
substance is called an oxide.
Word equations are used to describe chemical 
reactions in a simple way.
The starting substances are called reactants and 
substances made are called products.

Reactions: 6.2.3 Metals and acids
Whenever a metal reacts with an acid two products 
are made. These are always hydrogen and a salt.

Metal + acid  hydrogen + salt
E.g.

Zinc + hydrochloric acid  hydrogen + zinc chloride

Reactions: 6.2.4 Metals and Oxygen
Magnesium + Oxygen Magnesium Oxide

Magnesium reacts with oxygen even when you do 
not heat it. The reaction of any metal with oxygen, 
in which the substance combines with oxygen, is an 
oxidation reaction. 
When a meatal reacts with oxygen the product is an 
oxide, but there are differences in the reactions of 
metals with oxygen. 
Zinc powder into a Bunsen flame, you see bright-
white sparks:

Zinc + Oxygen  Zinc Oxide
Copper doesn’t bun in a Bunsen flame instead it 
forms black copper oxide:

Copper + Oxygen  Copper Oxide
Whereas Gold does not react with oxygen at all so it 
stays shiny.

Reactions: 6.2.5 Metals and Water
Metal + Water Metal Hydroxide + 

Hydrogen
Group 1 metals react vigorously with 
water, there is a flame when potassium 
reacts with water, and sodium and lithium 
react less vigorously. 
Bu the pattern in equation and reaction are 
always the same:

Sodium + Water  Sodium Hydroxide + 
Hydrogen

Potassium + Water  Potassium Hydroxide 
+ Hydrogen

The amount a metal will react depends on 
its position in the reactivity series. The 
higher up in the series the more reactive a 
metal it:

Subject: Science Term: 4 Topic: Matter, Genes and Energy

Reactions: 6.2.6 Metal 
displacement reactions
When a metal and a metal 
compound are reacted 
together the more reactive 
metal can take the place of 
or displace a less reactive 
metals. This reaction is a 
displacement reaction. 
For example, Iron is more 
reactive than copper:

Iron + Copper Sulphate 
Iron Sulphate + Copper

The Iron is more reactive so 
can take the Sulphate from 
the copper.



Key Content 1 – ¿Cuántas personas hay en tu familia? (How many 
people are there in your family?)

Key Content 2 – ¿Cómo es…? (What is 
(he/she…) like?)

Key Content 3 - ¿Cómo es tu casa? (What is your house 
like?)

To have              ___________
I have         
___________
You (s) have      ___________
He/She has     ___________
We have
___________
You (pl) have    ___________
They have   
___________

tienes // tiene //  tener //  
tenemos //  tengo // tienen
//  tenéis

Use p 92 & 93 of Viva 1, 
Quizlet and Pearson 
ActiveLearn to practise vocab!

Subject: Spanish (Y7 C) Term: 4 Topic: Viva 1; Módulo 4 – Mi familia y mis amigos (My family and 

friends)

Mother
Father
Brother
Sister
Grandma
Grandad
Uncle
Aunt
Cousin (m)
Cousin (f)
Step-mother
Step-father
Step-brother
Step-sister
Son
Daughter
Me

Padre
Hermano
Abuela
Tío
Prima
Tía
Hijo
Padrastro
Madrastra
Hermanastro
Hermana
Abuelo
Madre
Yo
Hija
Hermanastra
Primo

Task 1: Match the English and Spanish 
for…

Task 2: Complete the table with the large 
numbers…

Task 4:    Complete the descriptions with the correct missing word…

1. Mi hermano es muy ___________ (good looking)
2. Mi hermana es bastante ___________ (young)
3. Mi madre es ___________ (kind/nice)
4. Mi padre es un poco ___________ (fat)
5. Mi abuela es ____________ (old)
6. Mi tía es muy ___________ (ugly)
7. Yo soy bastante ____________ (thin)
8. Mi abuela es también bastante ___________ (fat)

a. Delgado
b. Joven
c. Simpática
d. Vieja
e. Fea
f. Gordo
g. Guapo
h. Gorda

Ext. Translate the sentences and create further descriptions of your own. 

Ext. Draw 
and 
illustrate 
a family 
tree

Task 3: Match the pictures with the 
right physical description of hair/eyes

1. Calvo
2. Corto y castaño
3. Corto y rubio
4. Pelirojo y rizado
5. Largo, liso y 

negro
6. Los ojos verdes
7. Los ojos

marrones
8. Los ojos azules
9. Llevo gafas
10.Tengo bigote

Vivo en…

1. Una casa de un 
solo piso con 
jardín

2. Un 
apartamento
/un piso
moderno

3. Una casa 
grande

4. Una casa 
pequeña

5. Una granja con 
muchos
animales

6. Un castillo
viejo

Task 3: Match the right house with each 
description…



Subject: Philosophy and Ethics Term: 3 and 4 Topic: Life of Jesus 

Key vocabulary to define and learn:

Key concept 1: Who was Jesus?
Key concept 2: Key Teachings – Miracles and Parables 

Christianity God Bible Church Messiah
Jesus Christmas Crucifixion Disciples Miracles
Parables Resurrection                Swoon theory 

Key concept 3: The resurrection of Jesus 

Jesus came to teach people God’s will for them, 
and to show them what life would be like in the 
Kingdom of God. 
Jesus of Nazareth, the Messiah (Christ) for 
Christians, is important. He was born in a stable 
and his birth is celebrated at Christmas. He not 
only taught people about God, he showed them 
what God is like. However he was unpopular and 
disliked by those in power and he was sentenced 
to death. Jesus was put to death on the cross. 
This was call crucifixion, this is remember 
through the Christian celebration of Easter. 

The New Testament of the 
Bible records more than 
30 miracles that Jesus perf
ormed during his ministry.

This included healing 
people of blindness, 
deafness, muteness and a 
variety of physical 
disabilities and afflictions, 
as well as other kinds 
of miracles, such as 
walking on water, calming 
a storm and raising people 
from the dead. 

While Jesus was with his 
disciples and went around 
teaching to all the crowds 
who came to hear him. He 
often spoke and told 
parables. 

A parable isn't a true story, 
it's a story that Jesus made 
up to teach a lesson.

Jesus told  many Parables 
the most famous being the 
Good Samaritan and the 
Lost Sheep.

The resurrection of Jesus or resurrection of 
Christ is the Christian religious belief that, 
after being put to death, Jesus rose again 
from the dead.

However some people believe that this 
could not be possible. It is thought that 
there are different theories on how Jesus 
was able to bring himself back from the 
dead. Theories include hallucination, the 
body was stolen and the Swoon Theory. 

Websites and further reading:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/rs/god/christianityrev3.shtml 

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/religion/christian.htm 

http://www.about-jesus.org/miracles.htm 

http://www.about-jesus.org/life-of-jesus.htm 



Key concept 2: Medieval Castles

Subject: History Term: 3 and 4 Topic: William and Castles

Key vocabulary to define and learn:

Key concept 1: How did William take control after the Battle 
of Hastings?

Websites and further reading:

Harrying Feudal Medieval Attack Defence Siege Portcullis Belfry Taxes
Census Rebellion Trebuchet Motte and Bailey

Harrying the 
North

Feudal System Domesday 
Book

Edgar the Atherling
raised a rebellion 
against William.

William beat him and 
in return burned all 

the villages and crops 
– people began to die 

of starvation

William couldn’t keep 
control by himself so 

he kept control by 
lending land to 

people he trusted. In 
return they gave

loyalty and taxes to 
William.

William wanted to 
know more about the 
country he had taken 
over so he ordered a 

census. With the 
information he could 

decide how much 
money he could 

gather 
in taxes

Defensive Features
- Moat: to stop attackers 

reaching the walls
- High stone walls: to stop 

fire attacks
- Murder holes: to drop hot 

tar onto attackers
- Drawbridge and Portcullis: 

to cut off entry to the castle

Attack Methods
- Siege: surround the castle and 

starve the defenders out
- Battering Ram: to knock down 

the large gates
- Trebuchet: to knock down stone 

walls
- Mining: to topple towers and set 

underground fires
- Belfry (Siege tower and ladders): 

to scale the walls and get 
soldiers inside the castle

Types of Castles
1. Motte and Bailey: Quick to build. 

Motte = a wooden fort on top of 
a hill, Bailey = protected area for 
soldiers and supplies

2. Stone Keep: Introduces stone 
against fire attacks, strong keep 
for lasting out a siege, towers for 
high view points.

3. Concentric: at least 2 layers of 
stone curtain walls with drum 
towers for maximum protection 
against trebuchets.  

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/history/castles/

https://www.exploring-
castles.com/castle_designs/medieval_castle_de
fence/

https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zsjnb
9q/revision/6

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/history/castles/
https://www.exploring-castles.com/castle_designs/medieval_castle_defence/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zsjnb9q/revision/6


Subject: Geography Term: 3 and 4 Topic: The Geography of the Local Area

Key vocabulary to define and learn:

Settlement Site Urban Rural CBD Inner City
Suburbs

Rural-Urban Fringe Burgess model  Regeneration Redevelopment   Derelict 
Transport Traffic

Key terms:
Key question: How do settlements develop?

Websites and further reading:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/geography/spac
es/settlement_urban/revision/2/

http://www.northamptonez.co.uk/alive/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geogra
phy/urban_environments/urban_models_medcs_re
v1.shtml

https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/geography/urban-
profiles/revise-it/models-from-burgess-and-hoyt

Settlement: where 
someone chooses to 
live. This can be as large 
as a city or as small as 
one house. 

Site: the location of a 
settlement. 

Urban: a built up area 
like a city

Settlements change 
and adapt as the need 
for new resources and 
technology develops.
Most settlements 
follow a simple model 
called the Burgess 
model which builds 
outwards from the 
centre of the town or 
city.   

Key question: How has Northampton developed?
Northampton has developed and changed a great 
deal throughout history. In 1084 a Norman castle 
was built by Simon De Senlis, today this very site is 
home to a newly redeveloped and upgraded train 
station that welcomes visitors to the town. 
Northampton is also famous for shoe making 
which has spanned over 900 years. In 1841 there 
were 1,821 shoemakers in the town. Now  we 
look at how we can develop Northampton further 
through the Northampton Alive scheme. 

CBD: Central Business District where 
all the shops and offices are in a 
town or city. 

Inner City: The area where old 
factories once were and terraced 
housing. 

Suburbs: The outskirts ( edge) of the 
town or city. 

Rural – Urban Fringe: The area 
where the town or city meets the 
countryside boundary.  

Rural: the countryside 
area like a farm. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/geography/spaces/settlement_urban/revision/2/
http://www.northamptonez.co.uk/alive/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/urban_environments/urban_models_medcs_rev1.shtml
https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/geography/urban-profiles/revise-it/models-from-burgess-and-hoyt


Subject: Computer Science Term: 4 Topic: Computer Modelling

Key vocabulary to define and learn:
Programming The process of writing computer software.
Spreadsheet A piece of software used to manipulate data, often used in modelling.
Virtual world A simulated world that exists only inside computer systems.

Websites and further reading:

BBC Bitesize: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zyqfr82/revision/1

BBC Bitesize GCSE: 
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/znjmn39/revision/1

Teach ICT: http://www.teach-ict.com/glossary/C/computermodel.htm

Teach ICT GCSE: http://www.teach-
ict.com/gcse_new/spreadsheets/modelling_simulation/miniweb/pg8.htm

Video research:

BBC click: https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b0bv20dq/click-short-
edition-15122018

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfHF46Ck-ps

4.1. What is computer modelling?
4.1.1 Exploring computer models in an excel spreadsheet
4.1.2 Using what if style questions to explore potential outcomes
4.1.3 Simulations – definition. What are the similarities and 
differences to modelling? 
What are the advantages and disadvantages to a flight simulator? 
How are they used in British airports?
Exploring how other simulators benefit society – traffic flow on a 
loop road.
List the advantages and disadvantages of using simulators in virtual 
worlds. 
Google sketchup
4.1.4 Computer modelling with 3d printing – impact on 
disadvantaged in society
4.1.5 Used software to create a model for a rollercoaster and 
evaluate its success against given criteria. Evaluated 

Key topic 3.1.1 – Computer modelling

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zyqfr82/revision/1
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/znjmn39/revision/1
http://www.teach-ict.com/glossary/C/computermodel.htm
http://www.teach-ict.com/gcse_new/spreadsheets/modelling_simulation/miniweb/pg8.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b0bv20dq/click-short-edition-15122018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfHF46Ck-ps


Subject: Art Textiles Term: 4 Topic: Sweets

Key question 2 : What is Fabric Collage and Tie Dye?

Design Challenge:
Can you design your own weaving pattern to create a simple image? 
Templates will be available. Winning designs will be displayed in the art class 
room. All entries due in the last week of term. 

Fabric collage is the use of different 
fabrics to construct an image. This 
technique will form the base of our 
project this term. 

Tie dye is a process used to add colour 
and add pattern to fabric, there are 
many ways to do this.

Key question 3:  What is Weaving?

• Weaving is the interlacing (crossing) of two 
or more yarns/ threads to create a fabric. 

• In your lessons this term you will be 
learning about the textiles industry in 
Britain. 

• You will create your own loom and learn a 
variety of weaving techniques to create 
your own fabric.  

Key vocabulary to define and learn
Tie Dye Loom Satin/Cross/Stem

Fabric manipulation              Composition
Yarn/Thread  Embroidery Weaving Dye (Saturation)

Websites and further reading:

BBC Bitesize:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/art/practicalities/mediaan
dtechniques7.shtml
Pinterest: 
Search “ embroidery” and “fabric collage”
Youtube: 
Embroidery Techniques
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ff9-1ZPAdSs
Weaving Techniques
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uI2PjhNdnQ
Artist Research: Sarah Graham
http://sarahgraham.info/gallery/

• Embroidery is the art of 
decorating fabric using a needle 
and thread.

• There are a variety of stitches (as 
pictured to the right). 

• You will learn basic stitches such 
as running and satin stitch.

• You will learn some decorative 
stitches such as chain, stem and 
cross

• How much do you know about 
embroidery already? 

Key  question 1 : What is Embroidery?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/art/practicalities/mediaandtechniques7.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ff9-1ZPAdSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uI2PjhNdnQ
http://sarahgraham.info/gallery/

